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Related Stories
Amarinth wins US$4 million Middle East
pump order from Petrofac

 Amarinth, the centrifugal pump manufacturer has
secured US$4 million in API 610 pump orders
from Petrofac for delivery by June 2010.

Drive system for caisson refurbish
 As part of the upgrade of a busy European port,

the lock's caissons had to be refurbished. A
weatherproof pump was required which would
empty the caissons within a three hour window
of opportunity. The supplied pump achieved this
without the expense of having to take the lock
out of service.

Streamlining mixing and digest processes
 Converting organic waste material into re-usable

energy is an important part of the UK
government's overall strategy for achieving
targets for zero food and packaging into landfill
by 2015. In Wales, a company installing mixing
systems for anaerobic digesters found ways to
streamline the process and ensure future
improvements could be added easily.

Reducing blockages at a pumping station
 An Irish pumping station was experiencing an

excessive number of call-outs to remove
blockages from ragging. Local council engineers
introduced software attached to an AC drive
which has the ability to predict, monitor and
initiate maintenance on-site. Since installation,
energy consumption and maintenance costs
have been noticeably reduced.

Packaged plant saves police energy
 By replacing its old oil-fired boiler house with

four new offsite manufactured packaged plant
rooms, including a number of new pumps,
Lancashire Constabulary has reduced its Hutton
Hall energy bills by over £245,000 per year and
its CO2 emissions by 744 tonnes annually.
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Amarinth, the centrifugal pump manufacturer, has
signed Padmasri Engineers as its agent in India
and secured a US$300 000 contract from Larsen
& Toubro.

Padmasri Engineers will act as a sales representative for Amarinth’s high
specification pumps primarily into the Indian oil and gas industry.

The new relationship has already secured a US$300 000 order from
Larsen & Toubro for four API 610 A-Series pumps for demanding
applications.
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